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MINIMAL SPLITTING FIELDS

IN CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSIONS

EUGENE SPIEGEL AND ALLAN TROJAN

Abstract. Suppose G is a finite group of exponent n and X an irreducible character

of G. In this note we give sufficient conditions for the existence of a minimal degree

splitting field L with Q( X) C L C £>(£„)•

1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group of exponent n, X a.r\ irreducible complex

character of G, mQ(X) the Schur index of X and A( X; Q) the simple component of

the group algebra QG corresponding to X. In this note we investigate the existence

of a splitting field L of X such that Q(X) C L C £>(£,) and [L : Q( X)] = mQ( X),

where f„ denotes a primitive wth root of unity. Fein [3,4] and more recently Mollin

[9] have investigated this question showing that such L does not always exist, and

giving sufficient conditions when this minimal splitting field does exist. An improved

sufficient condition for the existence of L is given, as an application of Abhyankar's

Lemma. The authors would like to thank Dr. Gary Cornell for both pointing out

Abhyankar's Lemma and useful discussions about its applicability.

If A" is the algebraic number field Q(X), q a rational prime and <?, and q2 primes

in K lying above q, then A(X\ Q) ®K Kq¡ and A(X, Q) ®K Kq^ have the same index

which we denote as inàqA(X; Q). Kq¡ denotes the ^,-adic completion of K.

For n an integer and p a prime we use np to denote the /»-part of n.

2. For completeness, we begin with Abhyankar's Lemma.

Theorem. Let F be a local field and £, and E2 finite extensions of F with

ramification indices e, and e2 respectively. Suppose E2 is tamely ramified and e2\ e,.

Then EtE2 is an unramified extension of £,.

Proof. We follow Cornell [2, Theorem 1, p. 83]. Let L be the maximal unramified

extension of £in E2, so that E2 is totally unramified over L. Then £,L is unramified

over £,, and t?( £, L | £ ) = e( £, | £ ). Similarly e( £, L \ L ) = e( £, | £ ). As the com-

posite of an unramified extension with an unramified extension, remains unramified.

we may assume that £21 £ is a totally and tamely ramified extension. From [8, p.

249], there is a prime element it G £ with £2 = F(n]/ei-). Let n be a prime element

in £,, so ull'1 = 7T for u a unit in £,. Then £,£2 = Ei(ul/e2He'/<'2) — £,(«' <;) as

e21 e,, and £|£2 is unramified over £,(wl/<':) which is unramified over £,. The result

now follows.
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Let K be a finite abelian extension of ß and q a rational prime. If £ = K n Q($q)

and t — g.c.d. (q — \,eq(K\Q)), where e9(^| ß) denotes the index of ramification

of q in K\ Q, then we denote by £ the unique subfield of Q(Çq) of degree / over Q.

Q(X.) is a cyclic extension of ß of degree q — 1. £ D £ as ö( j?) is totally ramified

at <?.

We then have the following diagram of fields

(*)

with [KE : K] = [£ : £] and [K(Çq) : KE) = [Q(íq) : £]. By Abhyankar's Lemma,

KE is a totally unramified extension of K with respect to q. If L, is an unramified

extension at q of KE in A"(f ) and L2 is the subfield of Q($q) containing £ with

[L2: £] = [L, : A"£], then KL2 = £,. Also eq(L\Q) = eq(K\ Q), and eq(K\ Q) =

[L2: Q)eq(Lx\ L2 ). This implies [ L2 : ß]| e?(A"| Ö) and as 11 [L2 : Q], we must have

[L2 : Q] = t. Thus L2 = E and L, = KE and A"(ffl) is a totally ramified extension at

q of KE.

Let, now, £ = Kq n ß (?,) and f*= g.c.d. (<? - 1, e(Ä,| ß,)), where e( ATJ Qq)

denotes the ramification index of the local field Kq over Qq. Since e(Kq\ Qq) —

eq(K\Q), t = /. Let £ denote the unique subfield of Qq($q) of degree t over ß^.

£ D £ and [Qq(Çq): E] - [Q(Çq) : £]. This gives the following diagram of fields

('•)
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with [KqE :Kq) = [E:F] and [*,(£,) : KqE] = [ß(^) : £]. Again by Abhyankar's

Lemma, KqE is an unramified extension of Kq and Kq(Çq) is a totally ramified

extension of KqE.

With the above notation, we have shown

Proposition 1. Let p be a rational prime. The following are equivalent:

(a)[*(ff): K]p = [Kqttq): Kq]p,
(b) [£:£]„ = [£:£]„,

(c)[F:Q}p = [F:Qq)p.

Corollary 2. Ifp\[E:Fl then e(Kq(Sq)Kq)p = [Kq(Çq): Kq]p = [*-(£,)*" 1P =

ea(K(Çq)K)p.

Proof. p\[E: F] implies [£: F]p = [£: f]^ = 0. The result then follows from

the proposition, as £ D Fq and KE/K and KqE/Kq are totally unramified while

K($q)/KE and Kq(Çq)/KqËare totally ramified at <?.

Theorem 3. Let X be an irreducible character of a finite group G of exponent n.

Suppose mQ( X) S= 3 and p is a prime with pc II mQ( X), c > 0. Let r be the smallest

positive integer such that Q($r) 3 Q(X) and q\, q2_,q, the distinct rational primes

with [ind? A(X\ Q)]p =p"', a, > 1. Suppose that for each q¡, i = 1,...,/, we have

e ( K(t¡ )/K)p = [K(Hq, ): K]p- Then there exists an extension field L of K contained

'«' ß(f„ ) with [L: K]= pc and p \ ind( L ®K A( X, Q)).

Proof. Since pc — l.c.m. {p"\ p"2,... ,pa'} we have ai < c and a, = c for some /'.

We can suppose that a, = c. By the theorem of Benard and Shacher [1], f_, G K.

Pick o, in K(Ç ) with af"' G K and (A"(a,) : K] = pa\ By the assumption, q, is

totally ramified in K(aj)/K and ^ is unramified in K(at)/K for / #/. Let

a = 0,02 • • • a,. K(a, a/a,) = A*(a,, o/a,) implying eq(K(a)/K) — p"' and thus

[K(a) : K] = pc. If p' > 3 or all 9, are odd, then L — K(a) is the desired splitting

field since A( X; Q) has trivial index at any infinite prime. Similarly, if pc = 2 and all

9, are odd. If p — 2 and q, = 2 we find L as in Mollin [9, p. 109].

In the following, h(K) denotes the class number of K and ß(fr) denotes the

smallest root of unity field containing K.

Corollary 4 (Mollin). Let G be a finite group of exponent n, X an irredu-

cible character of G and mQ(X) S* 3. Suppose that pc\\m(X) with c > 0 and

P\[Q($r) ■ K\ Then there exists a field L with K C L C ß(fj, [L : K] = pc and

p\inà(L®KA(X;Q)).

Proof. Let qx,q2,...,qt be the rational primes for which p\'\x\àq A(X; Q). If

1 < i < t, by the linear disjointness of full cyclotomic fields over ß, Q(Çr) n ß(f )

is either ß(f, ) or ß. If ß(fr) n ß(^) = ß(^), then A(X, Q) <8>KA($r) = B is a

central simple algebra with index still divisible by pc, since /» | [ß(fr) : A"]. Similarly

p I ind^ B. But then £ ® Kq , has a nontrivial index and contains a <7,th root of unity

in its center contradicting [10, Theorem 4.4]. Hence we must have ß(f,) D ßi?,,) — ß
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and q¡ is unramified in K/Q.  Looking at (*), we see that £ = £ = ß.  From

Corollary 2, eq(K(Çq)/K)p = [K(Çq ): K]p and the result follows via Theorem 3.

D

Corollary 5. Let G be a finite group of exponent n, X an irreducible character of G

and mQ( X ) » 3. Suppose that p' II m( X ), c > 0 and p\h(K). Then there exists a field

L with K C LC ß(f„). [L: K] = p' and p | ind( L ®KA(X: Q)).

Proof. From class field theory, p\h(K) implies there are no unramified abelian

extensions of K of degree p. By (*), p\[KE: K] and so e (K(Ç )/K) =

[ A'(f  ) : A]   for any prime qr By Theorem 3, the result follows.    D

These corollaries can be combined to give a generalization of Mollin's result

[9, Corollary 1],

Corollary 6. Let G be a finite group of exponent n, X an irreducible character of G

and m(X)>3. Suppose that 1 = (m(X),[Q(Çr): K], h(K)). Then there exists a

splitting field L of X with [L: K] = m(X) and K C L C ß(f„ ).

Proof. Write m = pe'pe22 •••pi'. If P, | m(X) and/?|/i(A), find a field L, as in

Corollary 5. If p/\(m(X), h(K )), then Pj\[Q(Çr): K] and find a field Lj as in

Corollary 4. Then L = LXL2 ■ ■ ■ Lv is the desired splitting field.    D

The following extends Corollary 4.

Corollary 7. Lei G be a finite group of exponent n, X an irreducible character of

G. m( X) 's* 3. and p a prime with /?' II m( X), c > 0. Let qx,q2,_q, be the distinct

rational primes such that p \ mâq ( A( X; Q)) and suppose that p\eq( Q(\,r) \ K ). Then

there exists a field L with A C L C ß(f„), [L: K] = p' and p \ ind(L ®A- A( X; Q)).

Proof. We claim that ß(fr) n Q(Çq) = Q- Otherwise, we can assume that qt is

odd and Q(Sr) n Q($q) = ß(f? ) and <?, | r. Write « = qsu with (w, ?) = 1.

(e(Kq\ Çu)Kq) = 1. As <7, has ramification index relatively prime to p in ß(f„)| A",

also (e(A (f ,)| K ), p) = 1. Let 7 be the inertia subfield (maximal unramified

extension) of A^ in A" (f„ ).

Then ([A"^^,,) : /],/?)= 1. Because Gal(/| Kq) is isomorphic to a factor group of

the finite abelian group Gal(Kq(Çn) \ Kq), then Ga\(l\Kq) is isomorphic to a

subgroup of Gal(Kq(Çn) \ Kq) and in particular the/>-Sylow subgroup of Gal(/| Kq)

is isomorphic to the /?-Sylow subgroup of Gal(Kq(Çn) | Kq). But I \ Kq is an unrami-

fied extension and thus the />-Sylow subgroup of Gal(71 A^) is cyclic. If p # 2. by

the theorem of Goldschmidt and Isaacs [7], we have that p\mQ(X), a contradiction,

while if p = 2 and q is odd, we have that -1 is a sum of two squares in K

([10, Lemma 2.2]) as Kq D Qq. By Fein's theorem [5], again 2 \ mQ(X). In either case

we have a contradiction and have established the claim.

Thus g, is unramified in K\ Q. By (*) we see that £ = £ = Q, and from Corollary

2,eq(K(Çq)\ K)p = [K(ïq): A"],. By Theorem 3 the result follows.

We observe that, it is sufficient to assume in Theorem 3 through Corollary 7, that

A'(A') is a nonreal field, rather than m(X) > 3, since that will guarantee that all

infinite prime completions of the number field will be complex. Also the "splitting

field", L, constructed in each case is a cyclic extension of K.
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